
Both soft and lively, energetic and sophisticated —  
this dusty rose shade is celebrated for its versatility 

as a colorful neutral. Use Jasmine Flower as a  
beautiful backdrop for vibrant accessories and décor  

or create a serene sanctuary by pairing it  
with soft pastels.

See how Jasmine Flower brings its refined flair  
to all three of our trend-ready palettes.

COLOR OF THE YEAR

Jasmine Flower
301-4DB

DUTCH BOY®

 TWIST & POUR®         

Easy to hold. Easy to open. Easy to pour.

Reach for the easy-to-use paint can that’s customized for your convenience!  
Our award-winning Twist & Pour container design, with its built-in spout and easy-to-open-and-close resealable lid,  

helps minimize spills and messes, plus it makes it easy to store your paint for future projects.  
Dutch Boy Twist & Pour container — another simple solution. 

Dutch Boy Paints make transforming your world easy.™

AN AMERICAN BRAND  
since 1907

400-1541-000

For more information, call 800.828.5669  
or visit dutchboy.com
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BLOOM
An increasingly fast-paced digital world makes us feel nostalgic 
for simpler times at home. Creamy lavender and muted neutrals 
introduce calm and balance back into our lives while cheerful 
apricot elevates the atmosphere. Jasmine Flower’s soft energy 
puts a modern twist on a retro color palette.

Estuary
235-6DB

Classical Navy
336-7DB

Jasmine Flower
301-4DB

Holiday Berry
303-7DB

As the joy of staying in replaces the thrill of going out, 
we seek to bring a bit of glamour and whimsy into our 
homes. Playful Jasmine Flower energizes sophisticated 
jewel tones to create a showstopping look we’re eager  
to share with friends and loved ones.

Blanched Fuchsia
347-1DB

Luscious Spruce
331-6DB

Mallow Root
401-1DB

Lemoncello
219-3DB

Jasmine Flower
301-4DB

Jasmine Flower
301-4DB

Salted Lavender
242-2DB

Atmospheric Blue
333-1DB

As a restful day of self care at home becomes the new spa day, we’re 
looking for ways to infuse a spa-like luxury into our personal spaces. 
Vibrant yellow adds optimism and confidence, creating a fun, relaxed 
space. Fresh botanical shades of mint green pair with soft pastels and 
dusty Jasmine Flower to infuse a sense of wellness and serenity.

ALLURE

ENGAGE
Left Wall: Blanched Fuchsia 347-1DB, Top Triangle Wall: Mallow Root 401-1DB, Right Wall: Jasmine Flower 301-4DB, Nightstands: Salted Lavender 242-2DB, Throw: Mallow Root 401-1DB

ALLURE

ENGAGE

BLOOM
As the joy of staying in replaces the thrill of going out, 
we seek to bring a bit of glamour and whimsy into our 
homes. Playful Jasmine Flower energizes sophisticated 
jewel tones to create a showstopping look we’re eager  
to share with friends and loved ones.

As a restful day of self care at home becomes the new spa day, we’re 
looking for ways to infuse a spa-like luxury into our personal spaces. 
Vibrant yellow adds optimism and confidence, creating a fun, relaxed 
space. Fresh botanical shades of mint green pair with soft pastels and 
dusty Jasmine Flower to infuse a sense of wellness and serenity.

Bath Towel: Lemoncello 219-3DB, Wall: Atmospheric Blue 333-1DB, Vanity: Luscious Spruce 331-6DB, Rolled Towels: Jasmine Flower 301-4DB, Window Trim: Brightened White 005WBath Towel: Lemoncello 219-3DB, Wall: Atmospheric Blue 333-1DB, Vanity: Luscious Spruce 331-6DB, Rolled Towels: Jasmine Flower 301-4DB, Window Trim: Brightened White 005WWall: Estuary 235-6DB, Trim: Brightened White 005W, Wall: Classical Navy 336-7DB, Wall: Jasmine Flower 301-4DB


